Runway 600mm Wall Mount Installation
230-240V / 50-60Hz
IP20
IK00

WARNING - THIS LUMINAIRE MUST BE EARTHED
This luminaire has been tested and is manufactured to comply with BS EN
60598 : specification for general requirements and tests. It should be installed
by a suitably qualified person in accordance with IEE.
CAUTION: there is a potential risk of electric shock from the LED boards when
the product is operational with the cover removed.
NOTE: INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF THE LUMINAIRE BEYOND ITS
SCOPE OF SUPPLY WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY.
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1.
Screw in first to test
fit location of
bracket and fully
tighten once in the
correct location.
Drill a hole through the
wall as this is where the
mains wire will come
through
Screw in last to secure into
place

2.

290mm for 600mm Luminaire

3.

Tilt runway onto front lip of the
spring clip. Trunking shown
without end caps for installation
purposes only.

Feed mains cable
though the hole in the
wall.

4.

5.
Feed Wire Through grommet
into the Runway Extrusion

Tilt the rest of the way until it
clips over the spring.

Fasten Screws to hold
runway in position

Push towards the wall until
you hear or feel it click into
place. Make sure runway is
on top of the spring on the
front face.
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6.

7.

Wire in Mains into
terminal blocks, and
secure into place with
cable restraint.

8.

Locate all tether
brackets and clip gear
trays to each bracket in
the trunking. (Shown
without end cap)

Push bend out tab down
to hold terminal blocks
in place

9.
Raise gear trays up
into the trunking and
engage on small leaf
springs as shown.

NOTE: END CAP
NOT SHOWN TO
SHOW LEAF
SPRING DETAIL.
Clip all trays into trunking
and allow the trays to hang.

10.

Unpack the diffusers carefully and offer up
into the trunking once gear trays are secured
in place. They should snap into place easily.

12.
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11.

Fold Lid down and fasten into
place.

13.
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